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A second National Indexing Day in the UK
The first National Indexing Day was set for 30 March 2017
to coincide with SI's 60th anniversary. However, we realized
that in 2018 that date would be Good Friday and felt that
if we were going to make an impact we needed to move
forward by a day to 29 March. This also allowed the Execu-
tive Board to make the decision to hold a physical event this
year and invite members of the publishing industry to come
along and learn more about indexing.

Plans were put in place and the official announcement for
our event for # i ndexday was made on 1 February.

Paula Clarke Bain wrote a press release for distribu-
tion among the publishing and national media. She also
contacted the major publishers to invite them to the event.

Bookings began to come in slowly via the website, at first
from academic publishers and some packaging firms. As
time went by, more of the trade publishers reserved places
too. On the day we had attendees from Accessible Digital
Documents, Cambridge University Press, Channel View
Publications, Hodder Education, I.B.Thuris, Jessica Kingsley
Publishers, Mango Books, Out of House Publishing, Oxford
University Press, Pavilion Books, Sage Publishing, Swales
and Willis, Thylor & Francis Books, ?answorld Publishers,
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Part of the Twitter feed for the Day

Typefi and UCL Press. As the day approached,
the regional groups of ANZSI had meetings and
photographs were shared on Facebook of them
promoting the event in various locations.

Sam Leith reminded his 12,000+ followers
on Twitter to get ready for the day. ANZSI
kicked everything off in the Southern hemi-
sphere and by the time the UK awoke, Twitter

Sl's speakers for National lndexing Day: left to
right, Jan Worrall, Ruth Ellis, Ann Hudson, Paula

Clarke Bain, Ann Kingdom.
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was busy with various links. The publishing
event took place at the Foundling Museum in
London. We found this to be an ideal venue in
terms of location, layout and price. Sam Leith
opened the event and we all mingled over lunch.
Then the main presentations took place.

Ann Kingdom and Ann Hudson discussed
good indexing practice, covering how indexers
work, training, qualifications, commissioningan
index, and assessing index quality. They were
followed by a trio of presenters on digital
developments. Ruth Ellis discussed the main
dedicated indexing software packages and gave
a demonstration of SKY Index software. Her
demo index was based on her ancestor Thomas
Ethell, who was a foundling, born in li59.paula
Clarke Bain gave an overview of embedded
indexing in Word and InDesign, and software
plug-ins that can make the indexer's life easier,
with particular reference to WordEmbed, KpS
IndexUtilities and Index-Manager. Jan Worrall
covered XML indexing for ebooks, including
active links, ebook conversions and issues with
Amazon.

Throughout these sessions we could see the
attendees making copious notes. After a tea
breakwe closed the day off with a Q&A session,
where editors had the chance to explore what
we had discussed and talk about some of their
own pressing issues.

Feedback on the day itself was very positive.
Attendees have been sent links to the presen-
tations from the day on Slideshar" urd huu"
also been asked to complete a feedback survey.
Meanwhile, Twitter continued to fill with
# i ndexday discussions.

We would like to thank all the members
who took part on social media and helped to
promote the importance of good indexes. Many
of the links shared were of great interest and
a permanent webpage summary of everything
that occurred on Twitter, Facebook, blogs and
in the press can be found at:
http: //wke. 1 t/w/s/sVomU

Ruth Ellis, publ i ci tyG i ndexers.org. uk

ANZSI's first National lndexing Day
ANZSI decided to become more involved with
the day this year, and launched their own
promotion using the hashtag #i ndexdayANZSI .

A number of local groups met and staged
events designed both to be enjoyable for their
participants and as hooks for publicity.

Aoteorool New Zeoland lndexers

Some members of the Aotearoa/New Zealand
Group met for lunch on 15 March 2018 at

Aotearoa,/New Zealand lndexers get together for National lndexing Day.
Left to right: Tordis Flath, Robin Briggs, Judith Wilson and Michael Steemson.
Photo provided by Tordis Flath.

Around the statue: members of the ACT Region Group. Left to right: Kerry
Anderson, Geraldine Triffitt, Shirley Campbell, Carolyn page, Ali Bell, Jean
Norman, Tracy Harwood and Sherrey Quinn. photo by Sophie euinn.

Members of lndexers SA in front of one of the ord coronists mosaics and
indexes at the state Library of South Australia, 9 March 20 lg. Left to right:
John Liddle, Jane oliver, Janet Wilkinson, Judy Richter and Sirvia Muscardin.
Photo byJenny Scott.
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the National Library caf6 in Wellington. The
group sent out a media release about National
Indexing Day to all publishers in New Zealand,
together with an update of their Freelance
Directory. A general discussion about the
publishing industry in New Zealand included
comments that there seem to be more academic
books available, especially about New Zealand
history, with some members having plenty of
work from the university presses; however
commercial publishers are finding it increas-
ingly difficult to sell books when competing with
online book depositories like Amazon. A big
publisher in Auckland had moved its production
to Australia, and members were conscious that
not all the indexers working in New Zealand
seemed to be members of ANZSI.

Tordis Flath

Conberro Region lndexers

Members of the ACT Region Group of ANZSI
celebrated National Indexing Day by meeting
beside the statue On the Staircase by Keld
Moseholm, in the Gorman House arts precinct,
Braddon, ACT The artwork's philosophical
aspect reflects on the effect of reading on the
spirit - 'The more I read the smaller I feel'
(www. arts. act. gov. au/pub1 i c-art/on-the-
stai rcase).

Sherrey Quinn

lndorers SA

In 1872 'businessman Emanuel Solomon
commissioned photographer Henry Jones to
create 'The Old Colonists Banquet Group' of
men. It commemorates a free banquet Solomon
held at the Adelaide Town Hall on 28 December
1871 for fellow colonists'who date their arrival
before 1841'.

Jones also began a mosaic of women, partly
as a consolation to those who applied for tickets
only to be told that the banquet was for 'the
Male Sex'. The 'Group of Old Colonists'women
took Jones nine years to complete and has since

been celebrated as unique in the history of
Australian photography.

These mosaics are two of several held by
the State Library of South Australia and were
accompanied by scant and error-ridden indexes,
especially the index to the women's portraits.
Over a number of years State Library staff have

Right, NSW lndexers promoting ANZSI National
lndexing Day in front of the historic Lawson

Library in the Blue Mountains. Left to right:

Glenda Browne, Denise Holden, Jon Jermey,

Jenny Browne, and Michael Wyatt. Photo by

Madeleine Davis.

Notionol lndexing Doy oround the world

Celebrating indexes in Melbourne: Mary Russell (left) with Megan Patty
(National Gallery of Victoria (NGU Publications Manager) in front of the
NGV Triennial Publication Subject lndex on 26 March 2018. Photo by Nikki
Davis.

A promotion outside Gleebooks, Blackheath, NSW. Left to right: Madeleine

Davis, Juliet Richters, Jody Lee (Gleebooks) and Jeanne Rudd. Photo by
Deborah Coogan.
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laboriously researched what they could of the arrival and
life details of these 1,100+ faces and collected the data in
spreadsheets. Metadata Coordinator and ANZSI member
Janet Wilkinson was tasked to convert the data captured in
the spreadsheets into MARC catalogue records and later
into finding grids (or indexes) that are now on display next
to facsimiles of the mosaics on level one of the Spence Wing
of the State Library of South Australia.

View the old colonists in more detail in the State Library's
catalogue.

The men: www.catalog.slsa.sa.gov.au/record
=b2053729-SL
The women: www.catalog.slsa.sa.gov.au/record
=b207 47 69-5r

Melbourne lndexers

It was timely that on National Indexing Day the National
Gallery of Victoria was showing an exhibition, NGV Tiien-
nial, which as well as celebrating contemporary art and
design practice and featuring the work of over 100 artists
and designers from 32 countries, included an 'index instal-
lation' - a feature wall that displays an enlarged extract
from the index to the NGV Tiiennial publication. Visitors
were able to enjoy the installation and peruse copies of the
publication scattered on the seating around it. The index
was compiled by NGV Publications staff.

NSW lndexers

The parly start to celebrations by NSW Indexers included
selecting some 'private label' wines for the occasion. The
label features the promotional graphic with the added quote
from Derek Jewell's review of The wines of France by Qrll
Ray (London: Allen Lane, 1976): A book without an index
is like a wine without a bouquet.'

Madeleine Davis

Austrolio notional

Denise Sutherland was interviewed on the Australian
Writers' Centre blog 'So you want to be a writer' on 20
March: 'Ep 227 To celebrate National Indexing Day on 29
March 2018, meet indexer and crossword creator Denise
Sutherland'. Denise highlighted the value of indexing,
dispelled the computer myths, and enlightened listeners
(and the interviewer!) on the process of indexing. Go to
www.wrjterscentre.com.au/b1 oglep-227 I to listen to the
interview or read the transcript.

On 10 April Madeleine Davis was interviewed on ABC
Radio National's The Hub on Books to talk about all
things indexing. You can download the program from:
http : //mpegmedi a. abc. net . au/rn/pod cast I 2018 I 04 I
bhb_20180410.mp3 (go to 44:09 on the minutes:seconds
timeline to catch Madeleine's segment).

Elisabeth Thomas

The last event for the first ever Australian National Indexing
Day was an online presentation by Mary Coe and Made-

leine Davis for students at the School of Information
Studies at Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, NSW. The
seminar ran from 6:30-7:30 pm, and was attended by 21
students.

Mary started things off by explaining the difference
between an analltical index and a concordance, and empha-
sizing that an indexer's job is to help people find information.
She then walked the students through her professional
career working as a book indexer, database indexer, and
website indexer. She also touched on metadata analysis
and search engine optimization, which require skills similar
to indexing. Mary introduced the students to the many
indexing societies around the world and the international
journal, The Indexer. She finished off with a few words about
her research into the use of ebook indexes as a PhD student
at Charles Sturt University.

Madeleine then took over with an illustration of where
indexing fits in the wider world of information organization.
She talked about her professional career and entertained
the students with amusing stories about the many interesting
books she has indexed over the years. Getting a bit more
serious, she provided details on indexing software, the types
of materials that can be indexed, and the skills required of
indexers. She also talked about subject specialization, bias,
how indexes differ from search engines and contents pages,
and the usefulness of indexes. Finally, she donned her
ANZSI President hat and explained what the society has to
offer, including training courses, events, accreditation and
conferences.

Madeleine Davis has subsequently been contacted by
several Charles Sturt University students who listened to the
presentation (either live on the day or through a recording)
and are interested in learning more about indexing. It's
great to see that National Indexing Day is having an effect
beyond just one day!

The presentation finished with a few words from both
Mary and Madeleine on the future of indexing and a collec-
tion of indexer jokes. Judging by the comments in the online
chat box, the students were amused by the jokesl There was
time for questions, and the students had lots of them. They
included queries about subject specialization, search engine
optimization, the process of indexing, archival indexing, and
acknowledgment of the indexer in books. Several students
also expressed their admiration of indexers and thanks for
the work that they do, which was a sweet note to end on.

South Africa
ASAIB chose to incorporate their first National Indexing
Day into their 2018 Annual Conference, held on 11 May
at the Accolades Conference centre, Midrand (Gauteng).
'Embedding the Future of Indexing' was the theme. Peter
Duncan took on the task of giving a presentation fitted to
the Day, with an overview of indexing in Southern Africa.

Marlene Burger


